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MIDIBRAINS USER’S MANUAL FOR PEDALS 
D O C U M E N T  V E R S I O N :  1 V 0  
L A S T  E D I T E D    1 2 . 2 0 . 1 5  
w w w . r a b i d e l e p h a n t . c o m  
i n f o @ r a b i d e l e p h a n t . c o m  

Elephants sleep standing… but only for a quick nap

Disclaimer: Rabid Elephant is not responsible for damage to your property 
in any way.  We are not responsible for injury or death resulting from the 
use or installation of MidiBrains. 

1 INTRODUCTION 
MidiBrains is a miniature circuit that allows you to control your 
devices with MIDI: effects pedals, amplifiers, synthesizers, etc.  
You can sequence effects from a DAW, ‘play them’ using a 
keyboard, or more commonly, use a MIDI controller to enable 
multiple effects pedals simultaneously using just one foot.  
Since MidiBrains is internal to your device, you don’t need 
large, expensive, clumsy loop pedals/racks.  The audio path is 
true bypass using a high-quality audio-grade relay ensuring a 
transparent signal path and long life. 

MidiBrains can be quickly setup to learn any PC/MIDI 
Channel combination – up to 100 OFF state combinations and 
100 ON state combinations. 

This manual is tailored for MidiBrains-enabled effects pedals 
and is relevant for MidiBrains hardware version 2v1 and 
firmware versions 1v0 and 1v0b. 

2 HOOKING UP MIDIBRAINS 

2.1 MIDI 

2.1.1 SINGLE MIDIBRAINS PEDAL 
Your MidiBrains has a MIDI IN jack (and probably a MIDI 
THRU jack).  Connect the MIDI IN jack of your MidiBrains-
enabled pedal to the MIDI OUT (or MIDI THRU, if 
applicable) of your MIDI controller, MIDI interface, etc.  
MidiBrains uses 3.5 mm stereo jacks for compactness (MIDI 
DIN connectors are huge).  Use the DIN to 3.5 mm adapter 
cable from Rabid Elephant to get all MIDI cabling down to 
3.5 mm format from your controller.  

2.1.2 MULTIPLE MIDIBRAINS PEDALS 
You can daisy chain all other MidiBrains-enabled effects’ 
MIDI signals from device to device.  To daisy-chain 
multiple MidiBrains enabled pedals (or other MIDI 
devices), just connect the MIDI THRU from pedal 1 to the 
MIDI IN of pedal 2 – and so on. 

2.2 AUDIO 
You don’t need to do anything different.  The audio input(s) 
and output(s) of your pedal are to be used as if there were no 
MidiBrains installed, just like before. 

2.3 POWER 
You don’t need to do anything different.  Connect the power 
to your pedal just as you did before.  Please note that 

MidiBrains has basic reverse voltage protection but many 
pedals do not!  Be sure you apply the correct voltage and 
polarity to your pedal.  Do not exceed the power rating of 
your power source. 

3 USING MIDIBRAINS 
MidiBrains is very easy to use.  You can control your pedal just 
like before using the footswitch for manual operation or you 
can control it using MIDI.   

To enable/disable the effect via MIDI, you must send the 
device a MIDI Program Change (PC) message on the correct 
MIDI Channel.  From the factory, the default MIDI Channel is 
set to 10, the default effect OFF state PC is PC000, and the 
default effect ON state is PC001.  

You can change any of these values if you want (see Setup 
Mode). 

If you don’t need to change these values from these defaults, 
you are finished with the manual and can go forth using your 
new MidiBrains-enabled pedal. 

 

 

4 SETUP MODE 
MidiBrains contains 2 main operation modes.  Run mode and 
Setup mode.  Setup mode allows you to store new MIDI 
message combinations (MIDI Learn) or to clear the memory. 

4.1 CHANGING THE MIDI CHANNEL AND PC VALUES 

USING MIDI LEARN 
You may wish to use different MIDI Channels or PC 
messages to control MidiBrains.  This also allows use of 

A NOTE ON PCS: some MIDI controllers’ PC 
messages are ‘visually’ offset by one… This offset is 
there for visual purposes – it doesn’t mean you loose 
a value or anything.  If your MIDI controller shows 
the PC range as PC001 to PC128, just keep in mind 
the actual values sent (in the MIDI stream) will be 
‘off’ by one.  So if the desired MidiBrains OFF state is 
PC000, you’d have to set your MIDI controller to 
send PC001 (it will actually send PC000).  MidiBrains 
is setup to handle the actual value - ranges PC000 to 
PC127 – this is the most common format.  Since you 
will probably be setting up your own MIDI values 
for MidiBrains using the same controller, the actual 
‘behind the scenes’ stuff is mostly irrelevant. 

A NOTE ON MIDI CHANNELS:  MIDI Channels 
start at 1 and have a range of 1 to 16. 
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multiple MidiBrains devices on the same MIDI line or to have 
a MidiBrains’ device controlled with a selection of multiple 
MIDI messages.  Changing MIDI PC and Channel values is 
done quickly and is very easy.  Just follow these steps: 

1) Make sure you connect your MIDI controller’s MIDI 
Out to the MIDI In of your MidiBrains-enabled pedal. 

2) Enter Setup mode by powering the unit off and 
powering it back on, then pressing the footswitch 
button; the LED will start slowly blinking.  This 
indicates you are in Setup mode (you have a 1 second 
window to press the footswitch once you apply power to enter 
Setup mode).  Once in setup, wait an additional 1 second 
until the LED blinks very fast then begins blinking 
constantly at a slow rate.  Now the pedal is in MIDI 
Learn mode and is awaiting you to send OFF state PC 
messages. 

 
From your MIDI controller, send the desired PC MIDI 
message(s) for the pedal OFF state on the desired MIDI 
channel(s).  One message at a time, send a PC on only 
one MIDI channel.  You can add up to 100 PCs, each 
with their own MIDI Channel for MidiBrains’ OFF 
states.  

3) Now press the footswitch again to enter in your desired 
ON states.  From your MIDI controller, send the desired 
PC MIDI message(s) for the pedal ON state on the 
desired MIDI channel(s).  One message at a time, send a 
PC on only one MIDI channel.  You can add up to 100 
PCs, each with their own MIDI Channel for MidiBrains’ 
ON states. 

 

 

4) When you’re good to go, just press the footswitch to 
save your data.  The pedal will then enter run mode. 
 

 

The detailed steps above can be condensed into the 
following: 

• Connect MIDI to MidiBrains’ MIDI In jack. 
• Power-on the unit and within 1 second press the 

footswitch.  The unit will start blinking.  Do not press 
the switch again for an additional 1 second unless you 
want to clear the stored settings. 

• Send the desired OFF state PC(s) on the desired MIDI 
channel(s), press the footswitch when you are 
finished. 

• Send the desired ON state PC(s) on the desired MIDI 
channel(s) 

• Press the footswitch to save all values and return to 
run mode 

These values will be saved forever until you decide to change 
them again.  If you turn off the power without finishing all of 
the above steps (entering both OFF and ON messages, then 
exiting), no data will be saved (this is how you exit if you 
didn’t want to save anything). 

4.1.1 APPENDING MESSAGES 
Every time you enter MIDI Learn mode and send new 
messages, MidiBrains will add them to memory along with 
any previously stored values.  It will place new message 
combinations in empty memory slots first (remember, there 
are 100 for each OFF and ON states).  If you exceed 100 
values, it will begin overwriting the oldest messages first.  
If you don’t want to append messages and start fresh, clear 
MidiBrains first. 

4.1.2 DUPLICATE MESSAGE COMBINATIONS 
MidiBrains will not allow duplicate MIDI messages 
combinations to exist.  This ensures memory is not wasted 
and that you cannot program the same combination in both 
OFF and ON memories (which would be fruitless).  In 
MIDI Learn mode, duplicate messages are ignored.  
MidiBrains will automatically check any new message 
combination against all messages combinations in memory.  
If you send a message and the LED doesn’t quickly blink 
twice then the message is already stored in either the OFF 
or ON state memory.  If you are unsure what is in 
MidiBrains’ memory, it is usually best to start fresh by 
clearing. 

4.1.3 MIDI LEARN WITH DUAL SWITCHES 
This section is only applicable if you have the ‘b’ version of 
the firmware and MidiBrains installed for working with 
two switches and two corresponding control outputs.   

NOTE: You cannot hold the switch down while 
powering on the device (this avoids any 
accidental entry of setup mode incase you had 
something laying on the switch).   

Once you press the footswitch to enter setup 
mode, be sure to wait an additional second.  If 
you press the switch twice within the initial 1 
second window from power-up, you will enter 
clear mode (see section 4.2 for clearing user 
settings).  Be careful! 

A NOTE ON LED BLINKING: When a valid 
MIDI channel and PC message is read in MIDI 
Learn mode and that combination isn’t already in 
memory, the LED will quickly blink twice. 

A NOTE ON MAX STORABLE MESSAGES:  
MidiBrains can store up to 100 OFF states and 100 
ON states for a total of 200 combinations.  If you 
exceed 100 values in either OFF or ON MIDI 
Learn, the oldest states will be overwritten first. 

A NOTE ON FACTORY DEFAULT:  MidiBrains 
comes from the factory with default OFF and ON 
message combinations.  They are MIDI Channel 
10, PC000 for OFF and MIDI Channel 10, PC001 
for ON.  Once you save your own values in Setup: 
MIDI Learn mode, these values are no longer in 
memory (unless you’ve added them yourself). 
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The procedure for MIDI Learn with dual switching is the 
same as above but there are 2 additional OFF and ON state 
learns required for the 2nd switch (steps 3 and 4 get 
repeated for the 2nd switch element).  You first send the 
OFF state PCs, hit the footswitch, send the ON state PCs, 
hit the footswitch, then send the OFF state PCs for the 2nd 
switch element, hit the footswitch, then send the ON state 
PCs for the 2nd switch element, then press the footswitch to 
save and exit setup. 

 

4.2 CLEARING MIDIBRAINS 
MidiBrains’ memory can be cleared (erasing ALL stored 
messages).  To clear MidiBrains, power the device on, enter 
setup mode, and then quickly press the footswitch again (it 
will be more of a quick double press).  The LED will begin 
blinking very fast.  Press the switch once more to confirm 
(‘are you sure?!’) and the device memory will be cleared and 
MidiBrains will return to run mode.  You can now re-enter 
setup mode and start fresh storing new OFF/ON message 
combinations. 

If you accidentally entered the clear mode and didn’t want to 
clear the device, for the love of all that is holy, DO NOT press 
the switch a second time.  Instead cycle power to the device. 

 

Check out our YouTube page at: 
http://www.youtube.com/user/RabidElephantVideo to see tutorial 
videos on MidiBrains, including Setup mode operation. 

That’s all there is to using MidiBrains.  If you have problems, see the 
Troubleshooting guide.  If you still have problems, email us at: 
info@rabidelephant.com.  Check Appendix for more details about 
MidiBrains. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5 TROUBLESHOOTING 
MidiBrains is pretty simple so if you have problems, don’t fret; 
follow the troubleshooting table: 

Problem Possible Solution(s) 

Sent MIDI messages don’t 
control MidiBrains 

Check MIDI Out (or Thru) 
from your controller is 
connected to MIDI In of 
MidiBrains 

 Check the message being sent 
is on the correct MIDI channel 
and is the correct Program 
Change (PC) type message 

 Make sure MidiBrains isn’t in 
Setup mode 

Cannot enter Setup mode Make sure you press the 
footswitch within 1 second of 
powering-on the unit 

MidiBrains not learning the 
correct MIDI messages 

Make sure you send 
MidiBrains (in Setup mode) 
PC messages on only 1 MIDI 
channel at a time. 

 Make sure your MIDI 
controller’s message offset is 
known and accounted for (see 
NOTES in Section 3) 

Make sure you haven’t 
overwritten existing values.  
See Appending Messages for 
more information. 

Pedal doesn’t switch/LED 
doesn’t power on 

Make sure the power 
connector is installed and the 
correct polarity and voltage.  
Some pedals require inputs to 
be plugged in to power-up 

Pedal doesn’t work but LED 
works and I hear a relay 
switching 

Maybe you fried your pedal 
with incorrect power.  
MidiBrains is protected for 
most scenarios – many 
pedals, however, are not 

 

6 WARRANTY 
MidiBrains (if installed by Rabid Elephant) comes with a 2-year 
warranty on parts and workmanship. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A NOTE ON MAX STORABLE MESSAGES:  ‘b’ 
version of the firmware can store 50 OFF message 
combinations and 50 ON message combinations per 
switch for a total of 200 combinations. 
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7 APPENDIX 

7.1 POWER REQUIREMENTS 
MidiBrains is powered from the same power line coming into your pedal.  It draws little current (50mA max) and requires at least 
7VDC to operate correctly.  If your pedal has a wide operating range (i.e. 9 to 18VDC), please specify this when ordering MidiBrains. 

7.2 OTHER MESSAGE TYPES 
MidiBrains only responds to PC messages.  It does not discern between different bank control messages.  For example, PC000 on Bank 1 
will be read just the same as PC000 on Bank 2 and so on.   It is not recommended to send SYSEX messages on the MidiBrains MIDI 
‘chain.’  If you have to perform a SYSEX dump for other gear that MidiBrains may be connected to, disconnect MidiBrains first.  

7.3 LED BLINKING INDICATIONS 
Outlined below are the LED blinking patterns and what they signify: 

7.3.1 WHILE IN SETUP/MIDI LEARN MODE: 
There are 3 LED blinking rates: slow, medium, and very fast. 

Slow blinking rate: in MIDI Learn mode waiting for OFF state PC messages to be sent. 

Medium blinking rate:  in MIDI Learn mode waiting for ON state PC messages to be sent. 

Very fast blinking rate: MidiBrains has received a valid MIDI message type on a valid channel (this is a short burst) OR you are in 
clear mode waiting for confirmation (it will blink very fast, constantly) 

7.3.2 WHILE IN RUN MODE: 
Constant on:  effect is on. 

Constant off:  effect is off. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7.4 MESSAGE SHEET 
Write in your MIDI Channel and PC message combinations in the chart on the following page so you don’t forget!  You may print this 
for your convenience. 
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OFF/ON Type MIDI Channel PC Value Notes 

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

 


